The performance of any EOR technique puts into critical consideration the reservoir geology, lithology, reservoir uniformity, pay continuity and a wide range of other rock properties. This multi-mechanism, environmental friendly and inexpensive biotechnological approach to oil recovery (MEOR) must also put into consideration the formation characteristics for an effective and productive microbial injection project. This study tends to ascertain numerically the effects of formation matrix on the performance of MEOR by presenting a mathematical model accounting for microbial concentration distribution for various formation types. Results showed that for a homogenous reservoir, the average microbial concentration in the reservoir increased linearly with increasing days of microbial injection. Variation of porosity and permeability in heterogeneous reservoir yielded a non-linear relationship as a result of the varying rock properties when averaging method of permeability and porosity was adopted. A non-averaged permeability and porosity deduction for a heterogeneous formation will result in a more distorted concentration profile of the injected microbes. An irregularity in concentration distribution of microbes in these heterogeneous reservoirs is traceable to the distorted propagation and transportation of these injected microbes.
INTRODUCTION
Conventional oil recovery methods cannot recover all of the oil in the reservoir when the reservoir has fully depleted its primary energy drive. Hence the need for microbial enhanced oil recovery (MEOR) which is a sophisticated technique meant for recovering high viscosity crude in the reservoir. Microbial enhanced oil recovery usually termed oil biorefining and biodegradation results in recovering heavier oil due to is viscosity reduction effects, volume displacement, surface tension reduction, acid reaction, increased permeability, improved sweep efficiency and increased reservoir pressure [1] , [2] . The matrix of a reservoir formation consists of organic and inorganic materials that are under compaction in a reservoir [3] , [4] . It is also the arrangement of grains in the formation, consisting of organic and inorganic materials that are under compaction in a reservoir [4] , [5] .The arrangement of the rock grains determines the permeability, porosity, inter-connectivity, tortuosity and fluid saturation of the formation.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The mathematical model to be proposed for demonstrating bacteria transportation through porous media is based on a combination of the theories proposed by Gruesbeck et al [11] for description of entrainment and deposition of fines in porous media While Darcy flow occurs due to pressure gradient, chemotactic migration of bacteria is assumed to be proportional to an exponential change in nutrient concentration. It is worthy of note, that chemotactic flow of bacteria is much smaller than convective flow and hence, it is significant only near static conditions. Therefore equation (4) becomes
The term
is the dispersion tensor. The elements of the dispersion tensor include both molecular diffusion and mechanical dispersion. Since the mechanical dispersion is mostly negligible, then the elements are given as: Bacterial growth can either occur in a single -substrate or a double substrate medium; though growth can be inhibited by alcohol or a metabolic product. The dependence of bacterial growth rate,  m , on substrate concentration is represented by Monod's equation
Where  m = Maximum specific growth rate obtained in excess substrates (day -1 ) C S = the concentration of growth limiting substrate (lb/cft) K s = The substrate concentration corresponding to half  max (lb/cft). In general, K S , for most growth substrates is very small.
Since there was no adsorption of bacteria, substitution of equations (5), and (7) into equation ( 3) yields
If we factor out the term 
Equation (10) above is the model equation for describing microbial and substrate transport in porous media.
a. Finite Difference Approximation FDA proves the best solution to the proposed microbial model, its description presented below; The model equation for microbial and substrate transport in porous media in equation (10) above can be written as:
(11) Re-writing equation (11) using forward difference gives
. (13) ) (
Substituting equation (12), (13) and (14) into (11) gives
b. Spatial Discretization At a grid-block boundary, the first term on the RHS of equation (10) can be re-written using finite difference approximation for spatial derivatives as follows: (17) and (18) into (16) 
The following assumptions were made in deriving the deduced model: 1)
The bacteria and substrate were transported into the reservoir via the water phase.
2)
There was no external production during the period of microbial injection.
3)
There was no adsorption of bacteria on the pore spaces during propagation and therefore bacterial rates for retention and detachment were to considered 4)
Minimal substrate metabolites production 5)
Change sin porosity (Ø) phase saturations (S w ) and formation volume factors (B w ) were small compared to changes in concentrations. 6) Chemo-taxis. Not considered 7)
Effects of mechanical tensor were negligible. 8)
Gravitational effects were neglected.
9)
Microbial injection and transportation occurred in a homogenous and isotropic reservoir ( porous media) i.e. K = constant at constant velocity ( U w ) 10)
Area of microbial flow in porous media is constant.
11)
There was no microbial influx at boundaries during propagation.
12)
Other factors affecting MEOR such as salinity and pH were not considered.
13)
No specific microbial consideration
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using field parameters from X field, the rock and fluid properties are presented below Formation porosity ϕ = 20%; Reservoir Dimension x = 1000ft; y = 500ft; z = 200ft k x =K y =K z = 100md, Fig. 4 gives a straight line. The implication of this is that for a homogenous reservoir system having constant permeability and porosity, there is a constant increase in biomass concentration at every point in time. Since the formation matrixes are uniformly arranged, transportation of microbes were not breached, distorted or impeded. This results in a steady and defined transportation of the injected microbes. 5 presents the response of the concentration of microbes with increasing time for a heterogeneous reservoir system, adopting the averaging method for porosity and permeability. It is observed that for varying formation matrix parameters such as porosity and permeability, the microbial concentration profile is distorted. Therefore the average microbial concentration trend with increasing time will not be uniform as seen for the homogeneous system. Biomass concentration per unit time was also calculated for heterogeneous reservoir whose varying rock parameters without adopting the averaging method for porosity and permeability. The inconsistencies observed in the plots of concentration against time with different porosity and permeability is shown in Fig 6. A reduction in the values of microbial concentration was observed as microbes moved across the reservoir grid blocks form injector well to the producer, traceable to the clogging tendency of the microbes as they meander through the formation. The above phenomenon will result in an inefficient microbial oil recovery process. 
V. CONCLUSION
MEOR is almost applicable to any type of reservoir with respect to their depositional characteristics, reservoir configuration, bed arrangement etc.Adaptation of the averaging method for both permeability and porosity will 
